
Become a reseller
AUTHORIZED RESELLER PROGRAM



Why partner with LIT Transit?

LIT Transit provides world-class transit technology based on open 
standards to more than 110 public transport companies across the globe. 

  Strengthen and enhance your offering

  Offer comprehensive mobility solutions

  Improve your competitiveness

  Capture new sales opportunities

LEADING CAPABILITIES

Modern, cloud-based, 
open standards solution 
underpinned by 
operational best practices

LOW TOUCH HIGH VALUE

Easy to implement and 
integrate with existing 
technology, which offers 
low barriers to entry

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

Benefit from the 
credentials of a well-
established and globally 
referenced customer base

SALES SUPPORT

Leverage a wide range of 
marketing resources to 
support your go-to-market 
efforts

We already have successful partnerships with a wide range of service providers and system integrators who use 
our industry leading cloud-based fleet management and passenger information software to help public transport 
providers modernize their services.  

Adding LIT solutions to your portfolio will help you:

is that our software is designed to integrate seamlessly with third-party hardware. This allows you to leverage 
your existing deployments, and quickly and easily deliver greater value to your customers:

  Generate new revenues from customers

  Deliver more value in your local market

  Leverage competitively priced software

  Reduce TCO for your customers

OUR KEY DIFFERENTIATOR



What is an authorized reseller?
The Authorized Reseller Program has been enhanced to include the LIT Monitor and LIT Predict 
solutions, with special incentives in place until 31 March 2022. These solutions experience strong, 
steady demand and their simplicity makes them well suited to reseller partnerships.

LIT MONITOR 

Web-based, plug and play real-time transit 
management system integrates with existing 
technologies for real-time operations management.

Read more

LIT PREDICT

Powerful ETA prediction engine provides the industry’s 
most accurate and stable arrival and journey data to 
decision making and passenger information systems.

Read more

Who is the program targeted at?
We invite any well-reputed service provider in the field of intelligent transit management to apply for the program, 
however the following have typically proven to be a mutually rewarding fit:

SOLUTION PROVIDERS AND SYSTEM INTEGRATORS

  Complementary frontend solutions for bus transport authorities and operators

  Including players in the ticketing, digital signage, passenger information or similar markets

  Need to deliver comprehensive solutions including strong backend software capabilities

LARGE PROPRIETARY PTO

  Large multi-property PTO that competes on technology when proposing to users

  Have strong aim to manage operations beyond regulator provided systems

How does the program work?
We are committed to fostering reseller partner profit and growth with new benefits and incentives  
based on the semiannual net minimum purchases, or tier levels.

•    Performance will be measured every six months and benefits tiered accordingly

•    Quarterly rebates designed to increase partner profitability

•    Broader access to Marketing Development Funds to help our partners grow

•    Comprehensive sales and marketing support provided

•    Enhanced deal registration program

Get started, become an IT Transit reseller. Provide us with more information about your business by filling 
out this form, and our team will get in contact: https://lit-transit.com/reseller-program-form

https://lit-transit.com/mobility-technology-solutions/lit-monitor/
https://lit-transit.com/mobility-technology-solutions/lit-predict/
https://lit-transit.com/reseller-program-form
https://lit-transit.com/reseller-program-form/

